’s
ultimate CV checklist
for Senior Directors & VPs

Contact

Languages

Achievements
Experience

Skills

Chronology:
lists your professional experience
from most to least recent
Employers tend to prefer it because it's

straightforward

and easy to scan. By showcasing your work history
chronologically, you immediately show the employer that
you have related experience and skills.

Don't describe yourself as
"motivated", "enthusiastic" or
"dynamic" - everybody does.
When writing your CV, always

choose your language

carefully and remember that popular buzzwords, which
tend to be vague and unimaginative, show no real value
or expertise. Use
proven.

fact-based language that can be

Use bullet points;
not continuous prose.
Using bullet points improves the format and readability of
your CV, but it also makes scanning it easy to read when onthe-go. Remember CEOs are reviewing your profile most of
the time on their phone.

Keep it short and simple:

Preferably no more than one or two sentence(s) per bullet
point.

Talk about RESULTS,
not just responsibilities
Use

figures or percentages: i.e key performance indicators,

costs cuts or increased sales %. These figures are irrefutable
evidence of your success and will portray you as a ‘resultsorientated’ and ‘outcomes-focused’ person.

Anything longer than 3 pages
probably doesn't get read.
Your CV is not your autobiography. It is meant to be short.
Keep in mind that

decisions are made on page 1!!

Page 4 and 5 (if you have one that long) is a graveyard.

Is it clear who you report to?

You get bonus points.
Have you reported to a CEO, Commercial function or being
part of a matrix organisation?

Delete your headshot.
Companies don't make decisions based on your
appearance. And if they do -

we are actively

talking to them about bias.

CVs get read before cover letters
Always remember that your cover letter will only be
read

after your CV has passed both a quick scan and

a screen. Your cover letter is not an intro to your CV, it
is

an addition.

Does your Linkedin title reflect
your CV? Don't inflate!
Expect hiring managers to

ask some pointed

questions about your past and current
responsibilities during interviews. Inflated job titles
will always come to light.

Also, make sure your LinkedIn profile and your CV are

consistent. You may choose to present your LinkedIn
and CV differently, but the chronology and facts
should be similar.

Keywords are great, but don't
spam your CV with them.
Stuffing your CV with keywords will

hurt it more

than it helps. You'll fool the algorithm, not a
specialist recruiters eye!

Visit our page!
for more news and free resources
www.elemed.eu

